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About This Content

From the game-changing Nomad Planets to the mysterious Exodian Blade, "Destroyer of Worlds" brings a new level of
devastation to the epic AI War universe. Dare you use weapons that threaten the structure of the galaxy itself?

Expansion Features

  Nomad Planets introduces dynamic topology to AI War for the first time, giving the player new challenges and
opportunities beyond the previously-static wormhole network.

  One of the Nomads also holds a secret weapon of truly dire power (that gives the expansion its title, hint hint).

  The Exodian Blade is a powerful alternate way-to-win, but getting there is a multi-stage journey with a great deal of
desperate fighting once things get going.

  8 new AI types, from the humorous/annoying “Kite Flier” and “Cowardly” to the monomaniacal “Starship Fanatic” to
the aptly named “Brutal”. There’s also “Mime”. Never trust mimes.

  A new “Encapsulated” map style.

  4 new Bonus Ship Types, including the Neinzul Combat Carrier (with Beam Drones, Rail Drones, Spider Drones, and
Grav Drones) and the Maw-gone-mad Powerslaver.
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  2 new AI Guardian types, including the Combat Carrier Guardian (so humans don’t get to have all the ludicrous-drone
fun).

  A new “Preemption” optional AI Plot that lets the AI start taking more direct action against you from the start.

  29 more minutes of awesome music from Pablo Vega!
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It's usefull, especially for those who have experience with more professional art software, this can keep you focused on the
small pixely nature of a sprite versus the more artistic flowing freedom of a bust graphic, or face graphic. Kind of kerjiggering
an MV base into it to work on some MV stuff, but this is definately a helping hand with keeping things together.

WARNING: The biggest resource this has, is its own tools and layout systems. Do not buy if your expecting to use this primarily
as a generator usng the included parts, you will be dissapointed, But please do take some time to look at them for inspiration,
they can help with your designs, especially if your new to spriting.. this pack, like others, is very detailed and it encludes about 5
ships i think? anyway, some people say 2.99 is a lot of money...... I beat the game in 64 minutes on my first run.

More:
There is no reason to ever purchase anything other than the maximum priced stock you can afford.
There is a grid placement system which leads me to think that tactical placement will be required, but I didn't find placement
variations to be rewarding enough to bother with (or notice the impact of).
The new day screen interrupts gameplay and offers nothing of value to make up for this. The profit number doesn't count stock
that you bought and haven't sold yet, so expect the number to be completely useless in determining how much you actually
made. (Not that I'd want to stop gameplay to see daily profits anyways. This can be a number stuffed in a corner for those
interested.)
. Good weird fun. I'm a Brainnnn! The fact that you're a brain monster that eats humans looked cool so that's why I had to have
this. But it had more depth and stuff to do in the game than I thought. I'm surprised I don't see Youtubers play this. I literally
laughed out loud at the "disguise". And so much blood! You don't see enough comedy games and ones that are unique like this.
It reminds me of older games with this style. strange but it gets kinda addictive and well worth of the 5 bucks. You should pick
it up if your a fan crazy games with a little bit of horror and want something original to play.. Like VVVVVV adds a new twist
to 2D platforming by restricting the mechanics in an interesting way, in this case limiting control to just two buttons. Manages to
be managable despite the high difficulty because of extremly generous checkpoints. A very good game that earned it's way to
being one of my favorite indie games in recent memory.. What Very Nice and Soothing VN Game with Relaxing Music And
Love the CG Art ^^ Here Is your Basic Japan Lifestyle of the MC Person He Trans from his Hometown to Live in Well Japan
Mainly Kyoto To visit all sorts of Attractions And Stuff. Akane One girl Wanted him to visit Lots of places to go to Such as The
Shrine And Her Restaurant. The Other Girl Modaka Who also Helped him out Also wanted to Teach him the Ways of Japanese
Culture Such as Writing Japan Letters In which would Help him out. Modaka the Green Haired Girl Helped The MC person
Find His wallet one day cause he Lost it When Bumped into Akane. In All VERY Good VN Game Like I said and Worth
Picking up And would Def Recc this Its Good.. If you are strategy game fan you owe it to yourself to play this game. There
hasn't been a game before it nor after that offers same level of complexity, control, attention to details and one of the most
challenging AIs you've seen. And I am not talking about AI which has unfair advantage in terms of resources or build time (at
higher difficulty they do get these bonuses as well) but well programmed AI which will make very good decisions and genuinely
force you to be clever and surprise it.

I spent my childhood playing this game. Amount of content is simply astonishing. At your disposal there are training missions,
stand alone missions, custom games, custom scenarios and finally campaign. All of these are unique and interesting with
countless approaches to winning. When I was a kid sometimes it took me days to finish one mission and those were not the days
of tedium I assure you.

Graphics still somewhat hold up today but it's obvious this game was designed for CRT screens from the font and color choice.
Interface can seem daunting at times but it's surprisingly still usable and easy to learn. Music and sound design is awesome and
they genuinely make you feel like a commander in dystopian fight for resources. Music sounds like a compilation of machinery
working and at times has this primal feel to it. Just listen to it: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DStzy5JXjCQ&list=PL77F35A3AF6C05530

Okay, now you might be wondering what is this game about. In short, you are in a position of a commander sent to different
planets. Your mission varies a lot. Sometimes it will be to colonize this new planet and eliminate other clans so your clan has the
monopoly over resources. Other times it will be to steal data or capture alien weapons. Missions are varied and very interesting
and will frequently require you to adapt your strategy or come up with a new creative approach in order to win.

Don't let the "turn based" tag scare you if you don't like such games. There's a simultaneous mode where everyone is playing
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their turn at the same time and then once everyone finishes new one will start. This effectively means there's no waiting for
computer to finish their own turn.

Now a word about multiplayer. Local hotseat is great however don't go in expecting internet or LAN play. Game does have
network play but you have to remember this game comes from DOS days when networking was a nightmare and very hard thing
to achieve. You might be able to do make it work by simulating old LAN cards or something similar, but be aware of this issue.
However if you wish to play online I'd suggest looking into MAXR project which was an effort to remake this game in modern
engine. MAXR works but I am not sure if it has a player base. There's no super-nice AI in MAXR though.

TLDR: Get it. If you like strategy games, get it and play it. Am only sad there are no other games like MAX. Never was before
or after it and in my eyes everything pales in comparison.. Great game with superb online action but it needs user created
content and new maps. Please make it happen.. decent.. too bad math exists and in the second game its $10 because 5x2=$10.
This game is acc fun af and would highly recommend, especially for the price tag. It's exactly the same as cod zombies, which is
definetly a good thing; and if you're seriously complaining about the graphics just gtfo because graphics are worthless if
something isn't fun and this game is definetly more than entertaining to play. Costs less than a cup of coffee, for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s' sake just buy the game.
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Tried it when it first came to early access over a year ago. It looked promising at the time, but needed a lot of work.
Unfortunately, a year later there has been no progress and it is still fairly useless. Don't waste your money on this app that the
devs have no intention of finishing like I did.. This game's pretty neat. It's not a full-fledged racer with AI opponents and
weapons or anything, but $5 really isn't asking a lot for what you get here. It's a pretty solid endless runner that, while not having
much to offer, has some great core mechanics. The controls in particular are really good, they're responsive and fluid and it feels
great to dance around obstacles and grind along walls at breakneck speeds. It's also a really pretty game to look at; like
RadPanda said, this game looks like straight up sex on a 144hz monitor. While I can't see myself playing this for hours and
hours at a time, it's a ton of fun in short bursts and ends up being a great way to kill a bit of time. No game-breaking bugs or
crummy presentation here; DriftForce is a polished, well-made, and fairly priced indie game. I'd love to see a few new game
modes or mechanics in future updates, maybe along with just a tad more track variation, but the game is already definitely in a
state where it's easy to recommend. If you're a fan of anti-grav racers and endless runners, this game's for you.. This game is
sweet, cute, and fun! You guide or heroine through her new life as an artist-for-hire. It isn't really like Harvest Moon or Stardew
Valley at all. There is no time limit or even a time component at all really, you go through the days of the week but the months
are not even seperated. That's a good thing is this game's case - the pretty arwork along with the really sweet music make this
one of the most relaxing games I've played in months!. It\u2019s a solid shooter loosely based off of the RAYCRISIS series (as
it seems to be for 90% of shumps). I spent a decent amount of time on this and will come back.

It uses 3D graphics but doesn\u2019t fall into the pit that Solar Shifter EX did. There was some confusion as to what to do
about the ground units but i\u2019ll figure that out.

Will return to it and finish it.. Money well spent. I have seen others have comments on some things they would like to see added
to the game with a negative review, all they do is have to ask and the developer delivers. The adds to the game every week make
this better and better.. I really liked this skin, however it is somewhat disapointing that they use the same voice lines for
lightfinguer instead of the urchin lines. oliver is a child not an adult, so it makes no sense for him to talk like an adult. until they
either make olivers own lines or change his lines to the urchin lines I will maintain this negative review.. a little confusing at
first, got the hang of it, turned out to be quite interesting. is a little bare and simplistic graphics wise and I was hoping they
would improve that aspect. Likkewise content is a bit lacking gene-wise but in the end it is pretty fun. I think it could be so
much more, but I would still recommend it and I am having fun playing it. It can be quite challenging and interesting to play
around in and experiment... I wouldn't consider buying it if I were you... I bought it and I wish I never had. 4 soundtracks and
just the artbook aren't really worth it considering the soundtrack is not spetacular and the artbook doesn't compensate it..
Although this was just a preview, I was amazed and well, enchanted! lol It is definitely now on my buy list.
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